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Lush deep space soundscape of 40 singing crystal bowls, transverse flute and harmonic percussion take

you to new vibrations of love and peace. 4 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, NEW AGE: Meditation

Details: Lie back and relax into the entrancing rich sound landscape of crystalline tones and flute from the

sound healers of Elivia Melodey's newly renamed Crystal Vibrations Music Ensemble. Like a huge ship

pulling out of port, the first track is momentous in the pregnancy of the impending journey. The flute

dissolves into the crystal tones only to reemerge and beacon you onward. Each of the four tracks

progressively moves the listener to a more profound sense of joy, higher awareness and universal

connection. Gradually the intensity of the droning and chiming of the many bowls and flute grows. The

magical inspired rhythms entice you onward, into the continuum of the spiraling energy of life. You are

invited to journey out into light-filled realms of the universe on these unique sonic waves and experience

harmonic unification with all life. The extraordinary tones on this brilliant collection will take you to into

new vibrations of love and peace. Crystal Portal was produced during the Lunar Eclipse on the Harmonic

Concordance (November, 8, 2003) when a powerful infusion of love energy was experienced on Earth.

The six-pointed planetary configuration that occurred on this date signaled the coming together of heaven

and earth, through the human heart, for a new integration of the masculine and feminine energies. It was

a turning point for the future destiny of all humanity. RECORDED LIVE, this work is an inspired blend of

39 crystal singing bowls, silver transverse flute, bells, Celtic harp, gong, water drum and other

instruments. The haunting melodies are seemingly simple, yet the flavor of this energy infusion has grown

in complexity with each successive album from this ensemble. A new musical style, which crosses the

boundaries of jazz, world music and new age, it is all of these and more. Made with the intention to assist

humanity in all ways, it is perfect for deep listening, relaxation, meditation and healing. Total playing time

56 minutes Elivia Melodey officially established Crystal Vibrations Music in December of 2000 in

conjunction with the recording and release of the first compact disk called, Celestial Memories. This

music production was quickly followed by the release of two more compact disks, "Journey to Wholeness

"(2002), and "Crystal Portal "(2004). Crystal Vibrations Music is dedicated to playing the soothing, healing
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music of the spheres. Unique in sound and composition, the ensemble is dynamic. Their music style has

been heralded as the birth of a new genre of healing music. Many different instruments and performers

participate. As the world changes and shifts, so does the composition of the ensemble and the music.

Based in San Diego, Elivia Melodey tours extensively with her ensemble of over 30 crystal bowls and

other instruments, giving concerts and sound healing workshops. An inspirational speaker as well as a

vibrational healer, spiritual intuitive, recording artist and musician, her critically acclaimed music uses

sound to align and balance the body's energy centers. Amrita is a classically trained vocalist who uses

crystal bowls, bells, chimes, drums, and rattles in her healing work. Based in Santa Cruz, she is director

of The Healing Music Organization  The Center of Harmonic Living. "Entering Devachan" was her first

CD, featuring her overtone chanting and singing bowls. Gene Passofaro is a multi-talented musician. This

flautist has played on three continents and toured in 13 different countries including USA, Canada,

Sweden, England, and Australia. Crystal Vibrations Music 888 712-3833 Elivia-

CrystalVibrationsMusic.com Well recorded (live!) and very emotional. Good stuff for eagerly ears. The

balanced structure of the whole cd is wonderfully pleasant. Long tracks with a high laid-back quality in

inspiring and melodious compositions. Good for yoga, meditation. Fine dinner music for daydreamers and

for haikusts. Comming to rest with this meditative sounds is guaranteed. Balance your activities with a

quiet time, listen to the beautiful sonic waves of Crystal Portal...and remember the old sounds of carillons.

And yes, Gene Passofaro is a damn good flautist. A well balanced trio. Geert Verbeke, Stage Magazine

May 2004
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